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Abstract :
The Mahalanobis Taguchi?MT?system is a collection of widely used multivariate analysis
procedures developed by Dr. Gen-ichi Taguchi. The MT procedure was proposed for discrimina-
tion of abnormal samples by using the Mahalanobis distance. It is the first proposed procedure in
the overall MT system, and is similar to the multivariate control chart which is long-established
in the field of statistical multivariate analysis.
Dr. Taguchi proposed new procedures which were incorporated along with several innovative
ideas. The Mahalanobis Taguchi Adjoint?MTA?procedure was proposed as a counter measure
when there exist multicollinearities among items. The Recognition Taguchi?RT?procedure was
initiated for discriminating abnormal samples when there are too many items. In this case, only
two variables are constructed from the original data. The Taguchi?T?procedure was proposed
for predicting future output values. This procedure is used in the cases where regression analysis
is applied.
In this paper, we discuss the MT, MTA, RT, and T procedures. We offer outlines of these
procedures and highlight their theoretical properties. Furthermore, we describe several improved
procedures.
This paper consists of our related research which has been published.
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